I know this will fall on mostly unreceptive ears considering you Committee's recent vote for corporate welfare for Dominion Nuclear Ct Inc. LLC. however, hope does spring eternal in some hearts. Millstone cost of production has to be near three cents a kilowatt-hour based on industry-wide figures.. (If you know exactly, please inform.) The majority of the Legislature voted to grant them five cents for a chunk of its production thus according to Eversource's James Daly resulting in 80% of the recent increases. Just wait till the ratepayer has to pony up for the cost of offshore wind which you so generously imposed. on them. Offshore wind's day may come but as I urged you at a public hearing recently-today is not that day. As you heard at a public hearing last session. even land-based wind from Maine is cheaper.

Eversource's and UI's rate of return should be no more than a corporate bond rate not nearly ten percent.